2020/21

It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection
Framework (Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those
responsible for governors all understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that
enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can
articulate their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate
the outcomes which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the
same three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should use
the Primary PE and sport premium to:
• Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
• Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way
of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and sport premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the impact it has on pupils’
PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31st July 2021 at the latest.
** In the case of any under-spend from 2019/20 which has been carried over this must be used and published
by 31st March 2021.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website throughout the year. This evidences
your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must
be posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the 31st July 2021. To see an example of
how to complete the table please click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding this is a legal requirement.
N.B. In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.
Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:


Improvement of quality of teaching through CPD for both Key Stages
and the creation of focused progression documents.



Restart and further develop the extra-curricular offer we give to
children (COVID-19 restrictions allowing).



Investment made in a range of new equipment, both for curriculum
sessions and for playtimes.



Improve the tracking and monitoring of our dance, gymnastics and
swimming offer.



Embedded new long-term plan and progression documents.





Continued productive working relationships with local sport providers.

Create further relationships with local sports businesses and
companies (these may include, though not exclusively, York City
Football Club and York Knights Rugby club).



Continued to participate in York School Games fixtures/events, both in
person and online where necessary.



Track and monitor the offer being given to each child in the school,
focusing particularly on time devoted to PE.



Began new, productive relations with local schools to strengthen the
sporting provision we offer.



Further, invest in playtimes – monetarily in play equipment and in
regards to time to develop play leaders.

Did you carry forward an underspend from 2019-20 academic year into the current academic year?
YES/NO * Delete as applicable
If YES you must complete the following section
If NO, the following section is not applicable to you
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If any funding from the academic year 2019/20 has been carried over you MUST complete the following section. Any carried over funding MUST be spent by
31 March 2021.
Academic Year: September 2020 Total fund carried over: £
Date Updated:
to March 2021
Total Carry Over Funding:
What Key indicator(s) are you going to focus on?
£
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear Make sure your actions to
Carry over funding
Evidence of impact: How can Sustainability and suggested
how you want to impact on your achieve are linked to your
allocated:
you measure the impact on
next steps and how does this
pupils.
intentions:
your pupils; you may have
link with the key indicators on
focussed on the difference
which you are focussing this
that PE, SS & PA have made
academic year?:
to pupils re-engagement with
school. What has changed?:
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
N.B Complete this section to your best ability. For example you might have practised safe self-rescue techniques on dry land.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at 86%
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school
at the end of the summer term 2021.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke 86%
and breaststroke]?

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this
must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way?
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78%

No

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2020/21

Total fund allocated: £

Date Updated:

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
%
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
To ensure equipment is of a good
quality and suitable for the lessons
being taught.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:




Audit equipment and check
condition in both PE sheds.
Repurchase equipment where
necessary.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

£300

To improve our playtime provision to
encourage pupils being active by
purchasing better equipment for the
pupils to play with.

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:





To continue to promote the Friday 
Mile to ensure children take part in
collaborative exercise with their
peers.
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£N/a.
Continue to promote this in
assemblies and in key stage
meetings.
Continue to look at ways to
make this easier for Key Stage 1
children to participate (e.g. not
Supported by:




Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

New equipment has been

bought including games
specific equipment, new
parts for the goal posts,
footballs, basketballs and

rugby balls.
Children now have more PE
equipment to share when
completing lessons in class.
Some playtime equipment
has now been purchased and
uptake is good with this.
MSAs note that behaviour is
now better.

Continue to monitor this,
particularly as restrictions
ease and update regularly
as needed.
Increase opportunities
further by completing pupil
voice and considering new
equipment could be
purchased to engage
individuals (e.g. those less
active).

All children take part in the 
activity on a regular basis.

This inputs into our School
Games Offer which has been
bronze level in recent years.

Consider the impact of
running a ‘daily mile’.
Promote further daily
exercise as needed.



To participate in virtual City of York 
competitions during the school day,
allowing more children to
participate in team/city-wide sport. 




changing).
Look to add incentives and a
whole school focus for children
to take part.
Meet with A. Pope (SGO) and set
up Koboca to complete these
with the children.
Track participation and record
results on the online system.
Submit data to A. Pope as
needed to enter citywide events.


£550 (included 
in our School
Games buy-in)

£500 for
continued use
of Koboca.



To ensure that every child has access 
to sport, regardless of learning
situation (e.g. in school or isolating at
home).



Create a series of activities that £20 (nominal
can be sent home for all children fee for
printing).
so they can take part in sport.
Work with teachers to ensure
these are engaging and easy to
access.
Look into a range of internet
based activities and videos that
can be used to aid this.
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Children are able to run
further and complete more of
the distance without walking.
Event is enjoyed by most.
Children across Key Stage 2 
participated in events during
the return to school.
Events undertaken included
those not normally
completed including cross- 
country, curling and archery.
Children were engaged and
motivated to participate

against other schools.
More children had the
change to represent the
school.


Continue to use Koboca as a
means of engaging children
and monitoring their
wellbeing and activity
levels.
Create further pupil voice
opportunities for pupils to
give them a chance to
direct PE.
Work further with local
sport partnerships to
further develop our extracurricular offer.
Reintroduce sport leaders
to have playtime events
and make us less reliant on
citywide sport.


All children who were
isolating at home had access
to sport and parents reported
him beneficial this was for
their child’s mental health.
Increased uptake for our
school ‘Active Minutes’
fundraiser which saw us raise
£3000.
Children were keen to
continue internet based sites
at school and during
playtimes (e.g. GoNoodle).

Refresh this further with
ideas to ensure that a new
guide is in place for children
as we enter the new
academic year.

To continue our partnership with

Sustrans, the local iTravel team and
other schools around us. This is
promoting and sustaining healthy
and safe methods of commuting to 
and from school.



To engage the least active pupils in 
meaningful activity and give them the
confident to move on to regular
extra-curricular and community

clubs.
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Continue to liaise with N.
Watson, our schools officer, and
ensure a calendar of activities
are in place.
Advertise and raise awareness
for these issues through social
media and through assemblies.
Continue to work through the
new ModeShift framework.
Work closely with our local
partners (York RI and Latter Day
Saints) to create safe spaces to
park.

£250 – for

resources for
‘Active Travel
Breakfast, Park
and Stride days 
and ‘Bling your
Bike’ events.

Levels of cycling, walking and 
scooting have stayed stable
(against the national trend
for cities generally).
Latter Day Saints Park and

Stride usage has increased.


Look further into ways to
incentivise safer and more
sustainable travel for
children, parents and staff.
Generate more use of the
York RI Park and Stride.
Develop new partnerships
with Our Lady Queen of
Martyrs now that our
school contact has left.



More children who were seen 
as less active participated in
clubs.


Focus on building the
number of less active
engaging in sport.
See those classed as less
active participating in
fixtures and citywide
events.

Utilise PE specialists (Ignite) to £300
deliver after school clubs to
target the least active.
Use funding to subsidise the cost
of these for those targeted.
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Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent

Implementation

Impact

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to achieve Funding
what you want the pupils to know
are linked to your intentions:
allocated:
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
To ensure pupils are happy and
£Na.
 Highlight those seen as less
healthy by inviting those we wish to
active and engage them in
attend clubs.
further PE.
 Speak directly to parents about
engaging these children in
meaningful sport, regardless of
whether they are learning at
home or in isolation due to
COVID-19
 Use Koboca to help us identify
those at risk of being less active.
To develop pupils social skills and
facilitate their involvement in
contributing to the community.






To recognise achievement in sport
and PE in whole school assemblies,
Created by:



Percentage of total allocation:
%

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:



More children who were seen 
as less active participated in
clubs.


Focus on building the
number of less active
engaging in sport.
See those classed as less
active participating in
fixtures and citywide
events.

£N/a.
Work with the YSSN to link to
community clubs such as York
Athletics Club, York Knights,
dance specialists, the local
martial arts studios in Acomb
and York Hockey Club.
Develop further links with other
MAT schools.
Develop a programme of sport
leaders.



Participated in intra-school 
events, both online and in
person.
Had some improvement with 
participation levels (below
pre-COVID levels).

Investment in new
playground equipment saw
the MSAs initially lead the
distribution and management
of this.

Engage in more events as
restrictions with COVID-19
end.
Continue to engage with
local outside agencies.
Further develop school play
leaders to have impact on
the games played at
playtime.

£N/a.



Many pupils, at some point, 

Develop further the links

Share sporting
Supported by:





newsletters and twitter.



To raise awareness of issues in the 
world currently linked to sporting
events and achievements at the elite
level, e.g. those coping with
discrimination and disability sport.


To use PE as a vehicle for the school 
to raise money for our charity of the
year.
To highlight the good that sport can 
do when applied correctly and in a
principled manner.
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success/certificates in Friday
assembly to highlight the sport
undertaken by the pupils.
Tweet out appropriate images of
sport to engage parents and
those isolating at home.
Highlight a breadth of sport
being undertaken to show the
range of PE on offer.

Use Friday celebration assembly £N/a.
as a vehicle for sharing current
affairs and events and highlight
the injustice and strength of
character where appropriate.
Share about charities such as
‘Show Racism the Red Card’.

£30 (nominal
Organise a school fundraiser
that involves children and staff fee for
being sponsored to participate resources and
printing)
in a physical activity.
Display the results so the
children can see their success
and celebrate this.
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in the year have taken part in
assembly and been
recognised.
Certificates and stickers given
out to individuals for their
excellent sporting

achievements.

with local sport clubs and
community providers who
may be able to come in and
highlight the sports they
offer.
Create a formal system for
tracking children’s out of
school achievements,
focusing particularly on
swimming as a baseline for
school’s KS2 offer.

Children were exposed to

issues such as the racism that
took part at several football
matches.
Children were inspired by the
work undertaken to host the
Euros tournament.
Children were allowed to see
sport in action by watching
live events.

Continue to do this in the
next academic year to keep
an open and honest
dialogue open about events
and issues that face
professional athletes.


Children participated in
school wide events.

£3000 was raised for our
charity of the year.
Classes in school alone
completed over 1000 active
minutes.
Parents reported a renewed
sense of community and
pride in their efforts post
COVID-19 lockdown.

Look to run similar
fundraisers in the future.
Continue to engage parents
in PE and ask for volunteers
where needed to help
further the PE offered.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
To improve the knowledge and skills
of staff in teaching PE to ensure high
quality PE lessons.
To improve the quality of key skills
taught by accessing a range of CPD

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:





To improve the quality of key skills
taught by ensuring the progression
document and long-term plan are
embedded and being used.
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Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

£400
Identify staff needs through
surveys/staff voice.
Organise CPD to address staff
needs.
Access PE specialists to provide
excellent coaching to staff
members.
Engage in appropriate projects
such as Chance to Shine and
Down the Line to upskill
teachers.



£N/a.
Deliver staff training on the
new long-term plan and
progression document.
Model to staff how the new
documents can be used to aid
with planning and delivery of
high quality PE.
Team plan with target
members of staff in each phase
to ensure they feel equipped
to plan effective PE sessions.
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Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Conversations with pupils

highlight that they enjoy PE.
Staff report they feel more
confident in planning and
delivering topics in PE.

A more collaborative approach
exists where staff share
planning, assist one another
and are willing to teach PE as a 
phase/in carousels.


Continue to monitor staff
needs and address these as
required and when
needed.
Link with further sport
companies to help us
further develop our PE
curriculum offer.
Increase staff involvement
in running sport clubs.
Monitor the impact of CPD
to see how effective it has
been.

Embedded new long-term plan 
and progression document.
Staff report that documents
are easy to use and
assessment of skills learnt is
easier.

Staff report they are more
confident with planning now
they have explicit guidance on
what to teach and when.

Planning was completed with

New long-term plan and
progression document
should be reviewed to
ensure they are still
meaningful and relevant.
Monitor the effectiveness
of the enw documents by
completing QA on staff’s
lessons.
Further embed the new
documents with specialist

To develop the understanding and 
confidence to participate in a range
of sport and fitness activities,
particularly swimming.




To use Sustrans delivery as a means
of promoting active travel and
knowledge of sustainability with all
staff members.
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£200
Spend additional Sport
Premium funding to ensure
that all children in target year
groups can access swimming
for a period of at least 10
weeks.
Complete the Better training to
ensure our swimming provision
is COVID-19 safe.
Promote a healthy approach to
commuting by encouraging the
year groups attending to walk
the 1 mile there and back to
the pool.



£N/a.



Timetable sessions so several
staff members interact with
the Sustrans offer.
Encourage staff members to
engage with active travel
initiatives.
Ask staff to supervise events
such as the ‘Park and Stride’
sites and days such as ‘Bling
your Bike’.
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staff in Years 2, 4 and 5.

coaches to ensure they are
using and following these
and providing plans to staff
members in school.

Positive feedback from pupils 
indicates that they liked having
the longer swimming blocks.
Additional funding was put in
place and targeted at those

who were not meeting the
standard. This was because
the children had missed
swimming during the 20-19-20 
academic year. The success of
this was seen in how nearly all
the children met national
curriculum expectations.

Continue to use additional
funding (where applicable)
to over deliver the
swimming expectations to
both Year 5 and Year 6.
Allow non-swimmers
additional time swimming
next year.
Continue to promote
walking as the method for
commuting to and from
the pool.

More staff and pupils engaged 
with the Sustrans offer than
before.
Children reported a high level 
of satisfaction with the
activities undertaken.
Staff reported that they were
more aware of the work being
done to promote active travel
and could field questions and
queries more confidently from
parents.

Continue to use Sustrans
should their delivery
continue next year.
Look to use N. Watson’s
specialism in climate
change to promote this
further and to offer
sessions to children,
thereby increasing their
knowledge and staff
confidence in delivering
similar sessions in the
future.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
To identify which activities pupils
would like to try, according to year
group, gender and those who
categorise themselves as the least
active.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:




To ensure we are providing activities
that will engage the most pupils, as 
well as the least.

To develop opportunities for pupils 
To broaden the range of sports we
offer.
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Percentage of total allocation:
%
Impact

Funding
allocated:

£N/a.
Use the Koboca surveys to
engage with children and
establish the most popular
sports.
Use the survey results to direct
extra-curricular provision.
Monitor uptake in clubs

£N/a.
Speak to local community
clubs, particularly where local
children attend, and promote
clubs to offer a wide range of
external opportunities.
Gather pupil voice to see which
clubs/experiences they are
keen to attend or see
demonstrated.
Develop a range of
opportunities that can be
offered with current providers
(such as Ignite).
Access alternative sports as
taster sessions such as judo,
ballet and dance.
Supported by:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:








Some increase in clubs when
restrictions allowed these to
be offered.
Pupils reported their favourite
sports were many being
completed already.
Koboca used successfully in
several year groups.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:






Had input from several local 
organisations and charities
when they attended to deliver
classes. These included Chance 
to Shine, Down the Line and
York Knights.
Began to discuss further
opportunities with current

providers Ignite (this will carry
into 2021-22 due to COVID-19
restrictions).

Continue with the YSSN
buy in and support system.
Use Koboca surveys in all
classes next academic year.
Speak to local community
clubs and develop extracurricular offers with them.
Improve the sports on offer
to our pupils.
Continue to broaden the
range of opportunities on
offer to the children.
Continue building towards
a high number of pupils
moving on to play sports in
the local area.
Develop close ties to local
organisations such as the
York RI, Acomb Cricket and
X Martial arts.

To offer new equipment to learn a
range of sports effectively.





To work closely with current sports
providers to ensure we can offer
extra-curricular/half-term sports
throughout COVID-19.






To continue the YSSN buy in the 2020
21 academic year allowing children to
take part in citywide competitive
sport.
NOTE: COVID-19 and the subsequent 
winter term nationwide closure
affected this.

Continue to monitor the school N/a.
equipment levels and update
where necessary to ensure we
can meet the sports offered.
Borrow equipment through the
YSSN partnership where
necessary (e.g. curling and
boccia).



£Some cost
Ensure Ignite are COVID-19
involved as we
safe and can accommodate
offer decreased
groups of children.
Discuss continuing an Acomb rent for our
sports provider.
pupil discount.
Discuss extending hours of
operation to ensure the full
working day is covered.
Offer support in terms of hand
washing facilities, paper towels
and hand wash to ensure
hygiene practises are strong.









Pay the YSSN buy-in and attend £N/a.

(Accounted
for
competitions offered by the
local SGO (Andy Pope) be these elsewhere).

in person or virtually.
Provide opportunities for
children to take part in interschool sport in PE lessons.

New stock purchased in rugby, 
basketball and football.
New goalpost sections bought
to renew our existing pitches.


Work with new providers
of sports to look into
equipment that can be
purchased through them.
Update as necessary as our
offer improves and extends
post COVID-19.

Ignite rang holiday camps

successfully during the
summer half term and the
summer holidays.
Children reported that these
days were enjoyable.
Up to 50 children attended
each day - a marked increase
on previous years.
No reported COVID-19 cases
amongst those attending.

Continue to liaise closely
with Ignite as restrictions
ease to ensure the children
can attend these each half
term.


YSSN buy-in was secured as
part of the schools sport offer.

Children participated in a
range of virtual competitions
including Ultimate Warrior,
fitness challenges and archery.


Continue YSSN buy in at
increased price next year.
Attempt to participate in
more events such as
boccia, swimming and
sports hall athletics.
Look to broaden links with
other schools and provide
a culture where each child
can take part in sport if
they wish.
Look to set up B and C
team competitions.
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Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
To increase the number of children
who have the opportunity to
represent the school in a range of
competitions.
To use PE specialists to prepare
children more thoroughly for YSSN
tournaments and other fixtures.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:




To organise more interschool events,
outside the YSSN calendar, to

prepare children for tournaments and
increase participation levels.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

£N/a.
Provide pupils with the
opportunity to access
competition through the YSSN
tournaments, MAT
competitions and other
fixtures.
Provide inter-school
competition for each child
through PE lessons or PE
specialists’ time.
Share sporting successes on
twitter, in the press and on the
weekly newsletters.

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:






Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Children participated in the in 
person (where appropriate)
and virtual events increasing
sport participation on the
previous year.

More staff were involved in
administering the virtual
events, increasing staff
awareness and enthusiasm.

Pupils reported keen interest
in playing sports once COVID19 restrictions eased – this
needs built on next year.


To increase the number of visitors in 
school during the school hours to
enrich the pupil’s minds and
demonstrate how competitive sport
has influenced them.

To work with local community
partners to develop transfer of pupils
Created by:

£N/a.
Speak to local community
clubs, particularly where local
children attend, and promote
clubs to offer a wide range of
external opportunities.
Gather pupil voice to see which
clubs/experiences they are
Supported by:





Had input from several local 
organisations and charities
when they attended to deliver
classes. These included Chance 
to Shine, Down the Line and
York Knights.
Began to discuss further

Work towards increasing
our School Games Mark
from bronze to silver next
year.
Look to offer further
sporting opportunities for
children, including B and C
team events.
Continue to attend most, if
not all events held within
the YSSN or MAT, ensuring
a range of children get to
access represent their
school.
All pupils to complete a
survey indicating whether
they have represented
their school in sport.
Continue to broaden the
range of opportunities on
offer to the children.
Continue building towards
a high number of pupils
moving on to play sports in
the local area.

in extra-curricular clubs then playing
in their community.


To continue the YSSN buy in the 2020- 
21 academic year allowing children to
take part in citywide competitive
sport.
NOTE: COVID-19 and the subsequent 
winter term nationwide closure
affected this.

keen to attend or see
demonstrated.
Access alternative sports as
taster sessions such as judo,
ballet and dance.
Speak to staff about sharing
their success in assemblies.
Pay the YSSN buy-in and attend
competitions offered by the
local SGO (Andy Pope) be these
in person or virtually.
Provide opportunities for
children to take part in interschool sport in PE lessons.




opportunities with current

providers Ignite (this will carry
into 2021-22 due to COVID-19
restrictions).

Develop close ties to local
organisations such as the
York RI, Acomb Cricket and
X Martial arts.

YSSN buy-in was secured as

part of the schools sport offer.
Children participated in a

range of virtual competitions
including Ultimate Warrior,
fitness challenges and archery


Continue YSSN buy in at
increased price next year.
Attempt to participate in
more events such as
boccia, swimming and
sports hall athletics.
Look to broaden links with
other schools and provide
a culture where each child
can take part in sport if
they wish.
Look to set up B and C
team competitions.
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